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Editor’s Comments
Many, many thanks to Paige Kennedy, David Millar, and Roger Davies, for contributing such comprehensive notes on the
FWCC-AFG weekend (and relieving me of the task!). This issue of the Newsletter is for the months of July, August, and
September, as I don’t expect much information coming in during the summer.

Have a refreshing summer! And be ready to take notes on Yearly Meeting as well as summer activities and news, to
send me for the next issue. EHM

Announcements

Atlantic Meeting for Common Concerns

We will have our annual Atlantic Meeting for Common Concerns on Saturday, October 2, 2010. The meeting place will
be in the Sackville United Church parlour, as in previous years, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and we will bring a
potluck lunch. The church is at the main crossroads in the centre of Sackville. Our 3 Monthly Meetings will notify you
of the agenda in September.

Quaker Education Programme Coordinator Needed

This is a part-time home-based position to coordinate and implement the newly formed Quaker Education Program
(QEP) of Home Mission and Advancement Committee (HMAC), Canadian Yearly Meeting.

The QEP Purposes:
 to foster learning about Quaker faith and practice
 to communicate information about how Yearly Meetings serve Friends
 to disseminate knowledge about Quaker history, discipline, and organization
 to promote understanding of the practice of spiritual discernment among Friends
 to enhance understanding of Friends' testimonies as lived experience

(continued on next page)
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Primary responsibilities include:

1) Working to develop web-based learning opportunities and audio/visual resources in cooperation with Publications
and Communications Committee (P&C)

2) Developing and managing an easily accessible database for Quaker education

3) Supporting, coordinating and recruiting for visitation associated with the Quaker Education Programme. The
Coordinator will report to a Quaker Education Programme Sub-Committee composed of two HMAC committee members
and at least one other Friend appointed by HMAC.

This position begins in November, 2010, working 21 hours per week, with a six-month probationary period followed by a
two-year term. A full job description is available upon request or at:

http://www.quaker.ca/Committees/hmac/qep.html

To apply for this position, please send a letter of application stating why you would like this job, a resume, and three
references by September 1, 2010, to:
Ellen Helmuth, 150 Chapel St, Woodstock, NB E7M 1H4
Email: ellenhelmuth@gmail.com Phone: 506-325-3546

Friends General Conference Job Postings for Quaker Organizations

FGC is searching for candidates for the following four positions. All applications received by July 16 will be given full
consideration. Later applications may be considered, depending upon progress in each search.

Youth Ministries Coordinator:
This is a 60% time position dedicated to helping Friends and meetings build intergenerational communities based in
mutual respect and caring. Much of the work is with young adult Friends. Strong organizational and communication
skills are necessary. Must know the Religious Society of Friends very well; membership a plus.
Read the job description www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/youth-ministries <http://www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/youth-
ministries> .

Conference Associate:
The full-time Conference and Admin Associate is part of a team of three staff who manage the annual FGC Gathering of
Friends and other FGC conference and also provides some administrative support for the whole FGC office. Candidates
should be detail-oriented with strong communications, computer and web skills.
Read the job description www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/conference-coordinator
<http://www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/conference-coordinator> .

Quaker Quest Associate:
This full-time position is one of four supporting FGC’s Quaker Quest program in the USA and Canada. Candidates
should have strong organizational and communication skills, experience leading workshops and working with
volunteers, and a deep commitment to the Religious Society of Friends.
Read the job description www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/quaker-quest-associate <http://www.fgcquaker.org/about-
us/quaker-quest-associate> .

Communications/Quaker Quest Intern:
This one-year full-time intern works with other staff to develop, implement and monitor strong web-based and
electronic communications about Quakers and the Quaker Quest program. Strong online communications and writing
skills and a good knowledge of the Religious Society of Friends are essential.
Read the job description www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/quaker-quest-intern
<http://www.fgcquaker.org/about-us/quaker-quest-intern> .
To apply for any of these positions, send cover letter, resume and list of at least four references via email to
nicoler@fgcquaker.org.

In Friendship, Nicole Rayborn, Friends General Conference Administration Associate
215-561-1700 x3008, nicoler@fgcquaker.org
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Reviews

Friends World Committee for Consultation, Northeastern Region, with Atlantic
Friends Gathering: "Turning the World Right-Side Up: Exploring the Role of
Women in Re-Balancing Economic Priorities Toward Right Relationship with the
Whole Commonwealth of Life” Fredericton, NB, 21-24 May 2010

from David Miller < fdmillar@videotron.ca >

Barbara Aikman & Keith Helmuth introduced the conference theme of Right Relationship, based on the book by Peter
Brown and Geoffrey Garver on which Keith collaborated. Keith welcomed the insights of eco-feminists of all sorts in
exploring the book's ideas and bringing in new and important concerns. Barbara noted that FWCC has launched a world
consultation on the near-identical topic of Global Change, with 6 queries to local clusters, whose testimonies will be
compiled for a special world meeting in late 2011, to be digested for the "Being Salt and Light" World Conference in
2012. We also learned that the title Turning the World Right-Side Up comes from a new book by Pat Kerans and John
Kearney (one of the attenders, a community organizer who has worked with Atlantic Coast community-based fisheries).
Thanks should also go to many others who planned FWCC-AFG, contributed, drove others, and participated. The
gathering was a live example of a Circle of Discernment.

There was plenty of time for worship, reflection, and enjoyment of (unusually) hot sunny spring days. The first
presentation was by Marilyn Keyes Roper, How the Sacred Feminine Was Uprooted in Western Culture: Remnants
and Renewal (with her permission, large excerpts were posted on the blog Toward an Eco-Economy
http://mecteam.blogspot.com for all Friends to see).

Geoffrey Garver's Right Relationship: Building a Whole Earth Economy summarized the book's main proposals for
governance, and incorporated new ideas based on his recent research into planetary boundaries. We hope his
powerpoint will soon be posted on pointshare.net

The next day included worship-sharing and self-introductions, gossip (what a wealth of different experiences!), free
time, nature walks and birding, conversations. Three experiential workshops in the afternoon included Joanna Macy's
Truth Mandala led by Roger Davies, an FWCC worship-cluster clerked by David Millar on Global Change, (including local
experiences, to be continued by email), and Ellie Perkins' keynote address Working Together Toward a Moral
Economy which spoke to the need for listening for that of God in everyone, equality between classes, genders, and
peoples, and the need for diversity.

Her themes were put into action in Sunday's presentations. After Meeting for Worship, Maliseet (correct name:
Wolastoqiyik, People of the River) linguist and teacher Imelda Perley told how Women and First Nations can show the
way to right relationship, with very moving examples of how she was led to take Elder responsibility, how her people
are reviving traditional wisdom and culture. In her language, there are no gender divisions; and all created things are
equally persons worthy of respect.

Jane Orion Smith's powerpoint From Wrong to Right Relationship – What are the Means to the Ends? included a number
of call-and-response queries, which can be seen at flickr.com/fdmillar/sets.
Carol Bradley took us on a photo tour of Woodbrooke, 1692 Quaker country in Britain, and Findhorn in Scotland.

Both evenings ended with group singing, videos and shared readings.
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An Impression of the Weekend from Roger Davies

Six Queries on Global Change
from David Millar

You are invited to add to this first round of replies to FWCC's six queries on global change, started at the joint Atlantic
Friends Gathering of CYM / North East Regional Gathering of FWCC on May 22.
Feel free to clarify what you have already said, tell stories of other lived experiences that are relevant to the six
queries. For more info about the world consultation, the term "global change" (environmental, economic, social, etc),
and how to organize a cluster in your meeting or region, see http://fwccglobalchange.org

The six queries
1. How has global change affected our communities and ourselves?
2. What actions have we taken in response to global change as experienced in our area, to express our responsibilities
towards all creation? In what ways have my own activities or those of my community contributed to positive or adverse
local and global change?
3. How do changes around us affect our relationship with God? How does my relationship with God affect my responses
to the changes around us? What role does faith have in my life and in the life of my community? In what ways do I and
my Friends church or meeting community bear witness to our Testimonies in our daily lives?
4. What stories and experiences from past times of catastrophic happenings such as major droughts – perhaps from
Scripture, perhaps the record of regional or local events – might inspire us to respond to the changes the world is
facing today?
5. How can we bear witness to the abundance God offers us and testify to the world about ways in which justice,
compassion, and peace may address significant disruption, stress, and tension?
6. How can we support one another in rekindling our love and respect for God‟s Creation in such a way that we are
messengers of the transforming power of love and hope?
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Summary of testimony during the first round Saturday May 22
(with apologies for any errors -- please correct any in your own testimony)

* Wolfville was the first town in NS to adopt fair trade. My young daughters woke me up to these issues, by asking
questions about the environment, back in the 1970s. Now the town has a cinema co-op, a Just Us cafe, local live
theatre and music, and community sustainability meetings, supported by lots of unpaid volunteers. We held a vision
consultation that wanted to attract young people -- but the plan was blocked by property owners who wanted things to
"stay the same."
* Buffalo, when I was a teenager, it was thought dangerous because of the black population. Downtown was "risky" but
full of small eating places. Now downtown is an empty hole surrounded by big box stores in the suburbs.
* That was Fredericton 20 years ago. Now downtown is revitalized, with lots of small stores, art, music, theatre and
meeting places.
* I've noticed changes in the technology of music. And in daily life our acoustics have changed, there is a lot of noise
pollution. Computers have replaced direct person-to-person contact, with email, music recordings. Quality has been
lost both in communication and musical sound.
* My four kids awoke me to environmental responsibility in the 1950s. Now there is a solar house in Houlton, ME, we
have our own wood (-lots?), limit population and live sustainably. We need to learn from their wisdom, or get out of the
way, of indigenous people.
* Empowering women, and natives about their own lives, is a priority. Portland ME had a blighted downtown, now it has
multi-ethnic festivals. In the 1990s we became a city that welcomed refugees. Now 50 languages are spoken. Fishing,
the old economy, has dwindled to an 80-day season. Now we have an arts economy, with live theatre, jazz and other
music, art walks in 100+ galleries. With only 68,000 population! Diversity of races and cultures has had a positive effect
in schools. I conclude: we don't have to do it "the way we have always done it." Forget the melting pot. You don't have
to give up your culture to be an American. Take a viewpoint and stand up for it. Friends Meeting is growing because of
these changes. There are now 90 children in Friends elementary school. Some children of Evangelicals are being
tutored by a same-sex couple. We have very liberal and very conservative people in the same meeting. We have come
up against the problems newcomers face: finding and keeping jobs, food stamps, welfare problems -- people in Meeting
now say this kind of treatment of the poor is not just. This cross-fertilization is part of a global change.
* In Woodstock, NB, attitudes on the economy and environment are changing. People alter the way they live and
activities they support. Changes happen when people work on issues they think are important, such as... transition
towns, peak oil, water, farmers' costs rising so they can't afford to farm, affecting 91%. Canadian tractors need
expensive fuel.
* Technology: windmills on buildings, we went to MIT only to find that the big research funds don't go to a green
economy but to aircraft, weapons of death.
* I was born in Portugal, I remember ox-carts and Roman bridges still in use. Things changed fast in my generation. Why
did it take so long to develop fuel-efficient cars? Then my father worked for the Colonial Office in W. Africa. I
remember pith helmets and mosquito nets. We three kids stayed with grandparents. Then Dad transferred to New York
City, I met my wife and moved to Mt. Allison University in Sackville, NB. All our boys are in music: one in classical &
avant-garde, one in rock and relaxation music, and one in jazz. Our eldest lives with his family in Fredericton, very
involved in the John Howard Society. My last composition involves electronic music for a Chopin festival -- two moods,
one protesting foreign invasion, another meditating in a cathedral: the two sides of Polish life.
* The internet: Computers have utterly changed our workplace. We're rushed, less time for face-to-face discussion, and
reflection. Too much info (much of it unseasoned), too little time. But at best it allows new ways of learning.
* It's easy to see the bad. I've seen diminishment of the quality of life, dictated from the top rather than being grown
from the bottom -- all my life. Now there's a welling up of creativity from ordinary people. But there is as much
“endarkenment” as enlightenment. The Quaker question, "Is it good" replaced by "Will it work?" We're in a dark age.
But maybe as Joanna Macy says, there will be a Great Turning.
* We are bombarded by advertising, consumerism. Mike Nickerson asks, "If the persuasive voice of advertising fell
silent, what would people want?" Maybe the young will speak up and rebel.
* I can't figure it out. In my school days we got resources from books. My son complains, "Ma, why must I look it up in
World Book when I can just click Wikipedia?" I wouldn't trust it. But books are expensive. We eliminate expenses online.
I don't know if the real costs have been compared.
* When computers are recycled, there are lots of toxics.
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Gleanings from discussion during Orion's presentation (see pix of the flip sheets with ideas

suggested by the group at http://flickr.com/fdmillar/sets )

* A saying in construction: "almost perfect" means the work is good enough. God does not expect absolute perfection
from us. We would never accomplish anything.
* QEWnet and QEAN show us Quaker action nationally and internationally.
* Maybe I'll call my Senator to support the CLEAR bill supported by FCNL.
* Seeking truth was what drew me to Quakerism. We can't know everything. Power-with, individuals' imperfect knowing
shared across the community, gives me strength. There is intelligence in the natural world's way of being. Change is not
always negative. It can be challenging to work in community.
* Maybe we could offer a course in moral economy at St.Thomas University.
* There will be good and bad, unequal impacts on disadvantaged people as we (must) change the economy to
“degrowth” (=quality of life instead of quantity of life?) to stop climate change.
* How can I apply this in education? Develop competencies. I feel a lot of responsibility. A lot of people are not even
aware there is an issue. This gathering has raised this awareness in me.
* Friendship. I feel inadequate about politics and economics. I'll have to read FCNL letters, “The Lehrer Report,” “The
Economist,” make my lazy mind work.
[Note - start with other Friends' recommended reading in QEnet Forum]
* I want my Canada back! Valuable thoughts from Imelda Perley's presentation.
* Some of these comments are pearls. Imelda spoke about growing into the gift of a medicine bundle, into the
responsibilities of being an elder. Questions about our private property, our habits -- ride the bus instead of a car.
* A clear sense of what Quakers have always known. Looking for that of God in everyone. We need those skills more
than ever.
* There's a real connection between traditional and modern Quakers e.g. Bolivian Friends.
* Learning about the world we want to work towards, the realities.
* Enclosing the spark of competition within an engine of cooperation. We have communities of wisdom within us.
* How people really feel. Look into each other's hearts. As Ursula Franklin says, one of the good things about being a
Quaker is -- you're not in charge [in the universe], you only work here.

Turning the World Right-Side Up

Exploring the Role of Women in Re-Balancing Economic Priorities Toward Right Relationship with the Whole
Commonwealth of Life -- from Paige Kennedy

A group of knowledgeable and inspiring Canadian Friends guided us through a variety of experiences which
helped us engage with all aspects of the theme of our 2010 FWCC/Atlantic Friends Gathering. It was sunny and warm
in Fredericton, and Friends agreed the facilities (excepting a few minor glitches), and food, were all quite good. Forty-
eight (plus some public attendees of the talks so advertised) Friends gathered for part or all of these sessions, some
from FWCC & northeast U.S.A. The organizers are to be congratulated for a gathering successful in almost every
criterion. A four-page bibliography was provided to assist us with further study on this theme that’s so close to our
lives.

For some of us, the Friday evening talk by Marilyn Keyes Roper, How the Sacred Feminine Was Uprooted in
Western Culture: Remnants and Renewal, was our first significant exposure to her important, ground-breaking
academic work of the past 3-plus decades. In “Setting the Record Straight about human nature,” a succession of
popular sources from anthropology and paleontology, behind pop culture myths re: violence and war being “in our
genes,” are systematically discredited. As these myths fuel militarism and global corporatism (major causes of climate
change, and obstacles to a culture of peace), it's significant to have sources like Margaret Mead -- "War is only an
invention, not a biological necessity" -- and the Seville Statement UNESCO adopted in 1989 -- "It is scientifically
incorrect to say that any violent behavior is genetically programmed into our human nature."

As an artist who's been inspired visually by the hundreds of goddess figurines found all over Eurasia, I loved
seeing additional cave paintings, murals, and village designs, of old European cultures that showed a deep respect for
the divine feminine and Mother Earth; and certainly no images of social stratification, war, or violence. Marilyn
referred to an attached bibliography of nearly 30 books, some detailing the beliefs and customs of these peace-loving
cultures which, sadly, were gradually overcome by the influx of the Kurgans around 4300-4200 BC. This phenomenon
too was described, but most significant was her Renewal part, where we “refocus our collective memory” to envision
the future of Right Action/Right Relationship. She concluded with a list of actions in need of support including: the UN
Declaration(s) on Rights of Indigenous Peoples/Rights for women & children, Friends' Peace and Ecology Groups (and
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related committees/initiatives), and the "Caring Society Conference" in Washington, DC, June 11-13th. She cited the
recent successful “Save 75,000 acres of Boreal Forest campaign, to lift our spirits as we go forward, to plan a more
just, peaceful and sustainable world."

[“How the Sacred Feminine was Up-Rooted in Western Culture: Remnants and Renewal, Marilyn’s power
point presentation,” is now available in PDF format. Please contact her directly and she will send you a copy.
She has also added a bibliography: marilynroper@myfairpoint.net or 207-532-3797 Power Point is 9.6 MB]

Following a hearty breakfast, a gathering with open worship; Keith Helmuth and Geoffrey Garver each spoke
about the ideas in their book, Right Relationship: Building a Whole Earth Economy; a collaborative project with
shared responsibility for its chapters. Keith seasoned some “truths of these times” with funny, apt metaphors,
beginning with reference to a Monty Python skit of a family relaxing in their living room when there’s a sudden
intrusion, "Oh! We weren't expecting the Spanish Inquisition!" -- not unlike the recent volcanic ash cloud that so
disrupted air travel, the eruptions in global economy, and the Oil Blow-out in the Gulf. He then cited Churchill's “man
stumbling on an obvious truth who gets up, dusts off, carries on,” and pointed out that the truth we're now stumbling
on is that the reality of our current circumstances erodes the faith of previous decades that believes the future will be
better than the past.

So, How do we live Now? (Query of the weekend) He continued by saying the North American status quo is
driving in state-of-art SUV’s straight toward a cliff marked by the sign "End of Road. No Detour In Sight". That is, why
must our economy keep accelerating when we see finite limits ahead? "Only madmen and economists think there can
be infinite growth within a finite system." Like passengers in the car in the film “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,” we hope to
be saved by our “marvelous technology” at the last minute. Has our economic vehicle reached the Cliff's edge? Keith
cites the disintegration of social trust, the downward momentum of economic degeneration, recent catastrophes
disabling some eco-systems; all warning signs.

In answer to the Query of the weekend, he says we must go from exclamations of distress, to a rallying cry
for ecologically sound re-adaptation, with whatever is recoverable from the commonwealth of life. In the Ethics of
Right Relationship, science and spirituality team up to form central new understandings of the evolutionary heritage of
all life-interdependence of community, fairness and equality in decision making. Our decisions must not transfer
burdens onto the world’s poor and disadvantaged, nor onto future generations (pp.11-12 of Fueling our Future, QIF
pamphlet # 1).

Geoff Garver began by asking Friends, what’s the economy for? We agreed,”maintaining a thriving
commonwealth of life” is more probable in a society without violence. He showed a number of compelling graphs,
beginning with Gross World Product growth 1870-2009; all showed a long stretch of slow steady growth with an upward,
exponential spike at the right end. Others showed world population, water use/damming, amount of CO2, earth
surface temps, number of floods, percentage of over-exploited fisheries, and others from Bridge at the End of the
World; all are graphic images of earth’s over stretched capacities.

Contrary to current “eyes wide shut” government approaches to environmental regulation (we don’t fund the
“watch dogs” and so don’t see what’s coming), he cites the author’s view of a global supranationalism that respects
earth’s ecological limits while maintaining local control, culture & traditions. Other governance principles include
capacity and authority, credibility, accountability and effectiveness, transparency, and subsidiarity and proportionality
(= least amount of government at most local level that can be effective). Another chart “unpacked” the I=F (PATE)
framework, where the human impact (I) on the finite global ecosystem, is a function (F) of Population, Affluence,
Technology and Ethics; this can assist in the development of a Global Reserve, a proposed institution that would effect
how the economy could work within the ecosphere.

Some footprint reduction paths were discussed, and the anti-slavery campaign was cited as one model of how
“political climate change” occurred in the 19th century. (A 19th-c. poster of the hideously overcrowded slave ship
Brookes was shown.) In conclusion, Friends were challenged to envision how the World would be if you and/or your
community, were in power - and to write a “State of the world” speech accordingly.

On Saturday afternoon, Roger Davies facilitated an experiential sharing event based on Joanna Macy’s Truth
Mandala. Placed on the floor, this mandala depicted in each of the four directions: a branch, a pile of dead leaves, a
stone, and a bowl representing (no notes; oh, memory?) anger, grief, shame, emptiness. Down the centre a bright
colourful stole (Guatemala?) evoked hope. Friends focused their sharing on, and spoke to one of the symbols; while we
agreed to keep specifics in the circle, a common theme emerged: that the demands of our everyday lives get in the
way of our efforts toward “Turning the World right-side up,” and we don’t feel we’re doing enough. In this same time
slot, David Millar (of FWCC Worldwide Consultation) led an event: Friends’ Responses to Global Change. Thankfully, he
collected some highlights of this dialogue and has recently circulated them back to us.
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Saturday evening featured Ellie Perkins’ talk: Working Together Toward a Moral Economy: The Importance of

Diversity. She started by noting that in Canada, the Non-Profit sector is larger than the Retail & Mining sectors
combined. Two queries inspired much audience contribution, of Friends’ considerable experience with NGO’s and
related community groups: What’s the right balance between top-down, policy driven institutions vs. bottoms-up, grass
roots movements in cultural change? And, does cultural change lead or follow? Many valuable stories of minor
victories, and the obstacles faced when dealing with large institutions followed (i.e. bank micro-loans to women’s co-
ops). It was frustrating that I became too tired during Ellie’s presentation to take adequate notes or absorb much of
what she had to say. Apologies, Ellie!

Meeting for Worship Sunday morning was deep and blessed with meaningful ministry. Just one of those: In
recalling a deceased American Friend Gordon Brown to us, Andy Grannell of Portland, Maine MM quoted Gordon as
saying, ''So long as the love of God and of humanity are present, our differences should not lead to conflict but to the
search for a more inclusive truth.'' There was a sense this was a gathered meeting.

Then, how appropriate shortly after to hear Imelda Perley (Opalusomuweh) speak of Women and Right
Relationship in First Nation (F.N.) Community Life. Starting with preferred indigenous names: Wolastoq (Maliseet, or
Malicete, is a Mi’kmaq word meaning “slow talkers”), Neqotkuk (Tobique First Nation), she spoke first of the
destructive impacts of the colonial and post-colonial period. The superior attitudes of the dominant culture resulted in
the Indian Act and Band Council governance model; residential schools and related assimilation policies eroded
Walostoq (and most F.N’s). traditional women’s leadership of economic, social & spiritual activities.

But the most inspiring, uplifting part of her talk detailed her community’s Age of Healing and Renewal -- a
restoration of pride in Wolastoq language and cultural traditions. Women play a lead role in this re-establishment of
Clan mothering, storytelling, regaining lost status (Bill C-31) and reviving the Medicine wheel teachings. Wolastoq
cosmology embraces equality of all creatures: “We have 13 moons (this is the 6th). No species distinctions are made in
body part names.” (wing, same as arm). A pie chart called “My Earth Walk” detailed revived traditions for all stages of
life: Naming ceremonies after births, placenta burying with ancestor’s DNA; youth leadership training with drum
making, puberty fasts, sweat lodges and master/apprentice skills development. Then for adults, circles of
understanding, training in eldering and pipe carrying, vision quests and Sun Dance. Finally, there are Elder gatherings,
efforts to save their life stories, teachings in archives, and establishment of F.N. museums.

As the title of Jane Orion Smith’s experiential event, From Wrong to Right Relationship -- What are the
Means to the Ends? implies, Peace/Right Relationship IS the Way, not just a desired outcome. Early on Saturday
morning she placed big blank papers on tables in the hall and invited Friends to write or draw, How a World Turned
Right-side Up would look. On Sunday evening the results were shown, read and posted. Then a query -- If we assume
that God is something people value more than anything else, would follow, would worship, would do anything for --
What would your God be? This resulted in a sharing of these attributes: Love, Light, Compassion, Cosmic intelligence,
Divine within, blessing (plus more). Jane showed an image of the Tetragrammatron (Hebrew.), that came to be known
as YHWH (Yahweh, “too sacred to speak”) or Divine presence- “I Am that I am”- the Power With (as understood by
early Quakers), as God with us = Emmanuel, the very process of Community!

Next query: What can this conception of God as presence teach us about the kind of processes that can lead us
toward the vision of another World turned right side up? Friends responded, Speak in love, listen with open hearts &
minds, know ourselves well, (& in community), be open to greatest creativity, assume the best (God in every one),
practice perseverance, patience and a spiritual grounding in our faith. Knowing how we are in the world has
transformative power. These formed a basis of “7 Patterns of Healthy Community” to which we added, healthy
community practices ongoing dialogue, embraces diversity, generates leadership everywhere, and connects people and
resources.

Our final query: “Given God is all that is, finding a way to accept and create unity from within the difference &
diversities in our communities, is fundamental. What would this look like? What will help us withhold being judgmental
and prejudicial in our outlook, be vulnerable in uncomfortable places, learn and be changed by the experience?” Just a
few “advices” given: focus on the centre, not the edges; keep aware of complexity, the importance of a place of
safety.

Sadly I had to leave before Carol Bradley’s slide sharing of her recent visit with British Quakers, and miss the
rest of the Weekend. While I primarily reviewed AFG’s scheduled Program, for many of us it is the being with cherished
f/Friends, re-connecting across the miles, learning about the struggles of f/Friends old and new to us, that makes AFG
such a memorable experience. We renew our thanks to all who worked to bring this Gathering to life.


